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All the many things a young child can do independently are demonstrated, (tying shoes, riding bike, kicking ball), but
there is one thing one cannot do alone.
Applause! Applause! And wasn't it easy? Even teachers with no formal musical training will love this simple musical play.
Children will bring The Little Engine That Could story to life through drama, music, art, language, math, and gross motor
activities. Included are a Listening/Accompaniment CD and a resource guide loaded with songs, music, and step-by-step
directions for classroom use or performance. 32 pages + Listening/Accompaniment CD
As the little blue engine chugs along on a journey of discovery, objects corresponding to each letter of the alphabet are
encountered under twenty-six different lift-up flaps.
"I think I can learn my ABCs, " says the little blue engine! Kids can learn them, too, in this colorful introduction to the
alphabet, featuring familiar objects from a child's world.
The enthralling Sunday Times-bestselling biography of the shepherd boy who changed the world with his revolutionary
engineering and whose genius we still benefit from today Thomas Telford's name is familiar; his story less so. Born in
1757 in the Scottish Borders, his father died in his infancy, plunging the family into poverty. Telford's life soared to span
almost eight decades of gloriously obsessive, prodigiously productive energy. Few people have done more to shape our
nation. A stonemason turned architect turned engineer, Telford invented the modern road, built churches, harbours,
canals, docks, the famously vertiginous Pontcysyllte aqueduct in Wales and the dramatic Menai Bridge. His constructions
were the greatest in Europe for a thousand years, and - astonishingly - almost everything he ever built remains in use
today. Intimate, expansive and drawing on contemporary accounts, Man of Iron is the first full modern biography of
Telford. It is a book of roads and landscapes, waterways and bridges, but above all, of how one man transformed himself
into the greatest engineer Britain has ever produced.
Celebrate Easter with The Little Blue Engine in this original early reader, as she and her friends go on an Easter Egg
hunt! Easter's here, and The Little Blue Engine is on the hunt for eggs! But the clown has written a series of riddles for
her to follow, and she's not sure she'll be able to solve them all. Will she crack the code? She'll have to work together
with her friends and, most importantly, believe in herself! With simple text, clever riddles, and adorable illustrations, this
story is perfect for emerging readers and longtime fans of the beloved classic.
Although she is not very big, the Little Blue Engine agrees to try to pull a stranded train full of toys over the mountain. On
board pages.
All aboard! This book is the perfect gift to say thanks: for the big things, the small things, and everything else along the
way. This special gift book, complete with beautiful illustrations and timeless messages of thanks and appreciation, is the
perfect way to tell a loved one: "Thank you." Show your teachers and all the special people in your life how much you
appreciate them in this colorful book of thanks featuring The Little Engine That Could.
Well known and loved nursery rhyme The Little Engine That Could. Titles in the 20 Favourite Nursery Rhymes series
include:The Farmer in the Dell, The Wheels on the Bus, If You're Happy and You Know It, The Animals Went in Two by
Two, Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater and Friends, The Owl and the Pussycat, There Were Ten in the Bed, There Was an Old
Woman Who Swallowed a Fly, The Little Engine That Could, Old MacDonald Had a Farm, 5 Little Ducks, I'm a Little
Teapot and Other Action Rhymes, 3 Little Kittens, Itsy Bitsy Spider, Round and Round the Garden and Other Rhymes,
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, This Old Man, Old King Cole and Friends, Teddy Bear Teddy Bear, Polly Put the Kettle On
and Other Rhymes.
A gorgeously illustrated, modern retelling of the classic The Little Engine That Could, sharing the timely message that
everyone's journey is different, and that sometimes, success comes from a helping hand. Graduation day is finally here!
The Little Blue Engine, the Yellow Passenger Engine, and the Red Freight Engine are excited to take their final test of
Engine School: making their first solo trip over the mountain. But each engine encounters different challenges and
obstacles on their journey. Gorgeous illustrations by Lou Fancher and Steve Johnson combine with a poignant story told
by Bob McKinnon to remind a new generation of readers to "think they can."
Updated to incorporate the latest features, tools, and functions of the new version of the popular word processing
software, a detailed manual explains all the basics, as well as how to create sophisticated page layouts, insert forms and
tables, use graphics, and create book-length documents with outlines and Master Documents. Original. (All Users)
High school and the difficult terrain of sexuality and gender identity are brilliantly explored in this smart, incisive
ethnography. Based on eighteen months of fieldwork in a racially diverse working-class high school, Dude, You're a Fag
sheds new light on masculinity both as a field of meaning and as a set of social practices. C. J. Pascoe's unorthodox
approach analyzes masculinity as not only a gendered process but also a sexual one. She demonstrates how the
"specter of the fag" becomes a disciplinary mechanism for regulating heterosexual as well as homosexual boys and how
the "fag discourse" is as much tied to gender as it is to sexuality.
When the other engines refuse, the Little Blue Engine tries to pull a stranded train full of dolls, toys, and good food over
the mountain.
Celebrate graduation and achievements big or small with The Little Engine That Could! The determined Little Blue
Engine is back, bringing inspiring and enlightening words of wisdom to graduates of all ages as they make the transition
from one phase of life to the next. I Knew You Could! provides familiar comfort in changing times and serves as a
wonderful gift that will be treasured for years to come. Readers will revisit the story again and again as they move
forward along life's path. From "I think I can" to "I knew I could," The Little Engine That Could helps kids of all ages
realize that anything is possible if you just put your mind to it!
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* “Isadora’s book about the five senses is aimed perfectly at another sense—kids’ sense of humor.”—The Horn Book,
starred review Caldecott Honor winner Rachel Isadora’s sweet and simple introduction to the five senses is perfect for
the youngest children, who will recognize themselves in charming vignettes portraying a wide range of childhood
activities. Hearing, smelling, seeing, touching, tasting--our five senses allow us to experience the world in so many ways!
With our ears we hear the birds sing; with our nose we smell the stinky cheese; with our eyes we see the moon and stars
(and sometimes glasses help us see even better!); with our skin we feel the rain (and learn not to touch the hot stove!);
and with our tongue we can taste our favorite foods. Isadora’s lively art reveals the power and delight of each sense.
The special anniversary edition of The Little Engine That Could™ contains the entire text and original artwork. Young
readers, as well as parents and grandparents, will treasure the story of the blue locomotive who exemplifies the power of
positive thinking.
This unique paint book lets youngsters paint with The Little Engine That Could and her best friends. With just a touch of water,
colors magically appear on the page. Includes paintbrush. Illustrations. Consumable.
The Little Engine That Could is on the move and visiting all fifty states! Follow along as our favorite little blue train road-trips across
the United States of America to lend a helping hand. Choo-choo! The Little Engine That Could is road-tripping through all fifty
states and helping out along the way. Next stop: Texas! Explore the Alamo, the Space Center, and so much more with the blue
train as she winds her way through the state. She'll track her way through parks, stop for barbeque, and learn about ranch life!
No Marketing Blurb
The Little Engine That CouldPenguin
The little blue engine encourages a clown, unable to ride his birthday bike, to keep trying.
Ring in Valentine's Day--and love--with Love from the Little Engine That Could! This charming original title, featuring everyone's
favorite little train is the perfect gift for that special someone on Valentine's Day--or any day of the year. The Little Engine That
Could is turning ninety! And now this special gift book, complete with beautiful illustrations and timeless messages of belief and
acceptance, is the perfect way to tell a loved one that they can do anything they set their minds to.
'A masterpiece... this book will teach you what to look out for, how to balance your running so that you achieve the best “you”
possible.' Paul-Sinton Hewitt CBE, parkrun founder A smart and refreshingly brilliant running book designed for the all-too-often
overlooked middle-of-the-pack runner, written by Marathon Talk's Martin Yelling and Anji Andrews. Welcome to the midpack!
Running pushes us, stretches us, asks us difficult questions, challenges us. It gives us space, calms us down, picks us up, boosts
our energy, rewards, inspires and fulfils us. Midpack runners – those who fall between the beginners and the elite – are the
heartbeat and footsteps of the running community. In this long-overdue book, Marathon Talk's Martin Yelling and Anji Andrews
share their expert knowledge, first-person stories and coaching ideas to nourish the midpackers' running experience. Covering
such diverse topics as 'Making Yourself Bullet-proof' and 'How to Nail Your Race', Running in the Midpack will cultivate your
running progress, and help you to become a healthy, happy and successful runner. Marathon Talk is the UK's number one running
podcast.
Although he is not very big, the Little Blue Engine agrees to try to pull a stranded train full of toys over the mountain.
The classic character that has inspired generations of children to believe in themselves will now inspire readers of every age in this
book filled with encouraging words of wisdom. Everybody needs a little downtime for maintenance. There will always be obstacles
you don't anticipate. Wake up ready for an adventure. The Little Engine That Could is one of the most popular and enduring
children's stories of all time, and for more than eighty-five years, this classic character has encouraged readers to try their hardest
to achieve their dreams. This story of determination and inspiration has now been reimagined in a charming, illustrated gift book
that will speak to readers no matter what the age and no matter what the challenge. This is the perfect gift for graduation, and for
everyone who may need to be reminded, "You Can!"
Make family reading a regular and cherished activity with The Little Engine That Could and READ TOGETHER, BE TOGETHER, a
nationwide movement developed by Penguin Random House in partnership with Parents magazine. The kindness and
determination of the Little Blue Engine have inspired millions of children around the world since the story was first published in
1930. Cherished by readers for ninety years, The Little Engine That Could is a classic tale of a little engine that, despite her size,
triumphantly pulls a train full of wonderful things to the children waiting on the other side of a mountain. Now parents and
educators can introduce the importance of determination and kindness to younger readers with this classic picture book! Don't
miss READ TOGETHER, BE TOGETHER week in July and be sure to celebrate the importance, and power, of the shared reading
experience between an adult and a child. Picture books in the READ TOGETHER, BE TOGETHER program are available at a low
price for a limited time so that families everywhere can make the most of storytime. Other titles include: Horton Hears a Who (Dr.
Seuss) Llama Llama Misses Mama (Anna Dewdney) Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things That Go (Richard Scarry) The
Little Engine That Could (Watty Piper) The Very Busy Spider (Eric Carle)
From loading up the trains at the station to delivering toys to boys and girls in a colorful parade of shapes, readers can lift flaps to
learn about the alphabet, opposites, and counting.
Celebrate the 90th anniversary of The Little Engine That Could with this all-time classic reillustrated by Caldecott Award-winning
artist Dan Santat! A perfect gift for all the milestones in your life--from graduation to birthdays and more! The kindness and
determination of the Little Blue Engine have inspired millions of children around the world since the story was first published in
1930. Cherished by readers for ninety years, The Little Engine That Could is a classic tale of a little engine that, despite her size,
triumphantly pulls a train full of wonderful things to the children waiting on the other side of a mountain. This anniversary edition
features the original text, all-new reimagined artwork and an introduction from Caldecott Medal-winner Dan Santat, and a special
letter from Dolly Parton, award-winning singer-songwriter and founder of Dolly Parton's Imagination Library.
In a new board book edition of the delightful story, Engineer Small at the throttle takes the little train on its run from Tiny Town to
the big city.
The Little Engine That Could is on the move and visiting all fifty states! Follow along as our favorite little blue train road-trips across
the United States of America to lend a helping hand. Choo-choo! The Little Engine That Could is road-tripping through all fifty
states and helping out along the way. Next stop: New York! Explore the Empire State with the little blue train as she crosses the
Brooklyn Bridge, tours Central Park, plays baseball in Cooperstown, and visits the iconic Niagara Falls! A Little Engine Road Trip
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is a collectible series of board books starring The Little Engine That Could, celebrating each state's landmarks, people, and
culture. And with fun facts on every page, young readers will learn new things about our country's most-visited locations.
The Little Engine That Could is on the move and visiting all fifty states! Follow along as our favorite little blue train road-trips across
the United States of America to lend a helping hand. Choo-choo! The Little Engine That Could is road-tripping through all fifty
states and helping out along the way. Next stop: California! Explore the Golden State with the blue train as she winds her way
down the coast. Look over the foggy Golden Gate Bridge, track your way through the crashing waterfalls of Yosemite, and walk in
the footsteps of the stars in Hollywood! A Little Engine Road Trip is a collectible series of board books starring The Little Engine
That Could, celebrating each state's landmarks, people, and culture. And with fun facts on every page, young readers will learn
new things about our country's most-visited locations.
Ride along to school with the #1 New York Times best-selling Little Blue Truck and meet Blue's new friend: a bright yellow school
bus. Beep-beep! Little Blue Truck and his good friend Toad are excited to meet a bright yellow school bus on the road. They see
all the little animals lined up in the school bus's many windows, and Blue wishes he could be a school bus too. What a fun job--but
much too big for a little pickup like Blue. Or is it? When somebody misses the bus, it's up to Blue to get his friend to school on time.
Beep! Beep! Vroom! Also enjoy Blue's bedtime ride in Good Night, Little Blue Truck and his trip to the city in Little Blue Truck
Leads the Way.
In this Caldecott Honor–winning picture book, The Twilight Zone comes to the carrot patch as a rabbit fears his favorite treats are
out to get him. Includes audio! Jasper Rabbit loves carrots—especially Crackenhopper Field carrots. He eats them on the way to
school. He eats them going to Little League. He eats them walking home. Until the day the carrots start following him...or are they?
Celebrated artist Peter Brown’s stylish illustrations pair perfectly with Aaron Reynold’s text in this hilarious picture book that
shows it’s all fun and games…until you get too greedy.
When the other engines refuse, the Little Blue Engine tries to pull a stranded train full of toys and good food over the mountain.
When Santa's reindeer get sick, the Little Engine That Could saves Christmas.
The 90th anniversary celebrations continue with this charming original title featuring everyone's favorite little train is the perfect
book for bedtime. The train yard's still. There's not a sound. The setting sun glows all around. After a day of play, Little Engine
settles in to sleep . . . but when she hears a noise outside, she goes on a midnight ride, finding a certain someone who needs her
help. Say "Good night" to Little Engine in this beautiful, rhyming picture book perfect for little ones at bedtime.
Based on the original story by Watty Piper, this book includes 7 of the Most Popular The Little Engine that Could Stories.
A look at how new technologies can be put to use in the creation of a more just society. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not likely to
make humans redundant. Nor will it create superintelligence anytime soon. But it will make huge advances in the next two
decades, revolutionize medicine, entertainment, and transport, transform jobs and markets, and vastly increase the amount of
information that governments and companies have about individuals. AI for Good leads off with economist and best-selling author
Daron Acemoglu, who argues that there are reasons to be concerned about these developments. AI research today pays too
much attention to the technological hurtles ahead without enough attention to its disruptive effects on the fabric of society:
displacing workers while failing to create new opportunities for them and threatening to undermine democratic governance itself.
But the direction of AI development is not preordained. Acemoglu argues for its potential to create shared prosperity and bolster
democratic freedoms. But directing it to that task will take great effort: It will require new funding and regulation, new norms and
priorities for developers themselves, and regulations over new technologies and their applications. At the intersection of
technology and economic justice, this book will bring together experts--economists, legal scholars, policy makers, and
developers--to debate these challenges and consider what steps tech companies can do take to ensure the advancement of AI
does not further diminish economic prospects of the most vulnerable groups of population.
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